
DEPLOY AN AUTOMATED, VIRTUALIZED DEV/TEST 
ENVIRONMENT TODAY WITH VMUNIFY
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VMUnify Cloud Management Platform

VMUNIFY CLOUD

Connects to multiple Infrastructure platforms

VMware & Hyper-V

Automated provisioning and VM life cycle management

Easy Management of Infrastructure Utilization

Integrates with Ansible for VM configuration

Support for charge back and show back
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Environments made available in a few hours via automation provided by VMUnify.
Saves time of engineers involved in environment setup and reduces waiting time for the development 
& test teams requesting the environment.
Better utilization of the infrastructure with time bound allocation, postpone need to purchase 
additional infrastructure.
Eliminates need to send emails for request / follow up. VMUnify Self Service Portal automates this 
process.
Create and store environments. Helps in quickly creating failure / bug / test scenarios.
Provides timely support and maintenance to the environment within the defined SLA.
Easily scalable to as many environments required. Either dev/test or production support. Can also 
provide a way to perform Non-functional testing.
Eliminates need to maintain excel sheets. Better utilization of engineers time.
Very low capex and opex costs of VMUnify.
Support for approval approvals, prevents misuse of infrastructure.

The Need for an Automated, Virtualized Dev/Test Setup
Manual Creation and tear down of setups take a lot of effort and time

Common infrastructure shared across many teams and releases, 

thus increasing the chances of setup not being done correctly 

Complex environments and large teams make tracking of 

environment utilization difficult

Absence of a catalog based provisioning environment makes 

tracking of setups / environments difficult

Absence of a common scripting framework could lead to duplication 

of work
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 Nuvepro aims to make the task of the Enterprises simpler by doing the heavy lifting in integrating with the Cloud, so that
Enterprises can easily connect to the Cloud of their choice, the Right Cloud. Nuvepro's products enables deployment of a multisourced 

Cloud Services Catalogue (private, public and hybrid clouds) that is available on-demand and provide high levels of
service automation from a single window. For more information, please visit www.nuvepro.com.


